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DISCOVER.
CONNECT.

TAKE ACTION. 

Discover the natural world with
these fun at-home activities! 



Discover. Connect. Take Action. 

Luka: Male 
DOB: June 24, 2012

Misha: Female
DOB: May 7, 2011

 Found primarily in Russia, Amur tigers can withstand
extreme temperature ranges. Their native habitat can
see deep snow and temperatures as low as -40
degrees Fahrenheit. They have lots of adaptations
that make them well equipped for cold weather. Some
of these include thicker fur, a "scarf" of fur around
their necks and fur on their paws that keep their feet
warm. 

Tigers are solitary animals and prefer to spend time
alone. The only time they come together is for
breeding purposes. At the Zoo, Misha and Luka share
habitat space. When one tiger is on habitat, the other
may be visible in the indoor holding area but will also
have access to the behind the scenes outdoor space. 

AMUR TIGERS

At Blank Park Zoo, we work with the Tiger
Conservation Campaign which supports wild

tiger conservation efforts and raises
awareness about tigers. Each year, the Tiger

Conservation Campaign supports field projects
that benefit wild Amur, Malayan, and
Sumatran tigers. Each of these tiger

subspecies is thought to number fewer than
500 in the wild. Threats to tigers include

habitat loss, poaching and human conflict. 

Look for the logo! 
The Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) is a
non-profit that protects forests by setting

certification standards for forests and
companies. Certification ensures that

products come from responsibly managed
forests. When you are purchasing paper
products make sure to look for the FSC

logo!
 





TIGER MEMORY GAME
Cut the cards out below and play a game of memory. Can you match the fact

with the tiger's picture?

Indochina Tiger
 Native to Southeast Asia, these
tigers are a little smaller than

Bengal tigers with darker fur. There
are about 250 of these tigers in the

wild.

Bengal Tiger
Native to India, Nepal and Pakistan,

these are the most common
subspecies of tiger. Nearly as large
as Amur tigers, there are around
3,400 Bengal tigers in the wild.

Malayan Tiger
Fewer than 200 Malayan tigers
remain on their native Malay

Peninsula. Appearance wise they
look very similar to Indochinese

tigers but are genetically different.

Sumatran Tiger
These are the smallest subspecies
and inhabit the jungles of Sumatra.
They are easily identified by their

long facial fur. There are around 370  
left in the wild.

Amur Tiger
These are the largest of all tigers,
with the palest coats and fewest

stripes. Their thick fur is perfect for
the cold climate in Siberia. There

are about 450 of these tigers left in
the wild.
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